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BEST BET R8 17:42

Canya
Untamed

Black
D

T: Jason Magri
$1.4

The Hound Says: Faultless winning first 3 including
heat last start setting the track on fire clocking a
fast 22.08. Hard to go past.

NEXT BEST R6 17:04

Neptune
Banner

Black
B

T: Barry Gibbons
$1.8

The Hound Says: Look well placed in this field and
nicely drawn jumping from an inside draw. Has the
speed to lead, will be hard to beat with a clean
start.

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 2, 6, 3 
Race 6 - 2 
Race 7 - 3 
Race 8 - 1 

$20 for 666.66%

R1 BULLI TUESDAY'S GET ON MAIDEN Maiden 400m 15:24

ZIPPING MARIO (8) new to the track but in good
hands. Should be better suited back in distance.
Draw slight concern, chance if crosses clean
early. DOMINATOR DAN (3) not much luck last
start over this trip when on debut. Can improve,
chance. ZIPPING TABIATHA (1) and ZIPPING
DURSLEY (4) found trouble last start over this
trip. Each way chances.

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R2 LADBROKES ODDS SURGE MAIDEN Maiden 340m 15:41

VALVERDE (3) can show the improvement needed
on time clocked on debut last start to win this
race. Looks the best of those who have started.
The danger may lie in the debutant NON STOP
NASH (1) who gets benefited with the rails here
in an easy race. Keep safe, watch for betting
moves. OREO SMORE (6) place chance if finds
clear running early.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R3 LADBROKES MATES MODE 0-1 WIN Mixed 472m 16:01

SMITHEREENS (1) ran an ok 3rd at his NSW debut
last start over this course and distance. Well
boxed and placed tonight, chance. JESSIE JET
POWER (3) clocked a decent 26.72 two back over
this trip finishing 2nd. Can go one better if finds
room to move early. MAGIC AUSSIE (8) can
handle the wide draw. Should get a nice run
down the outside, chance.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8. SCR

Tips

R4 TLE ELECTRICAL WOLLONGONG MASTERS M3 340m 16:24

TIME CHARIOT (8) looks well boxed jumping from
the wide draw. Can show speed with room to
move. Has ability to run quick times with clear
running early, chance. BREAK RULES (5) not raced
since Sept last year. Trialed recently up the
straight at Rich in decent time. Would be hard to
beat if returns at best. NORDIC INFERNO (2) risky.
Place preferred

1.
2.
4. N/A SCR
5.
7.
8.

Tips

R5 LADBROKES COMMUNITIES 4th/5th Grade 400m 16:44

SPEEDY PIE (2) can show very good speed with
room to move early. Will take catching if claims
the rails and lead early. Chance. DOONSIDE
LEWIS (6) clocked a fast 22.23 winning over this
trip last start. Draw slight concern but a repeat
run would be a good chance of winning.
LEONIDAS (3) coming off a nice win over the
340m trip. Chance if jump well.

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.

Tips

R6 BULLI NUMBER 1 FOR EVENTS BATTLERS 5th Grade 400m 17:04

NEPTUNE BANNER (2) nicely boxed and well
placed in this field. Should be able to show the
early speed to claim the lead and rails early. Top
chance. The danger comes from outside draws
BOLT SAINTT BOLT (7) who is risky early but does
have ability. Needs to outjump PURIFY VIRTUOSO
(8) who will be looking to cross early. Both each
way chances.

1.
2.
3. N/A SCR
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Tips
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R7 LADBROKES RACING CLUB 5th Grade 400m 17:24

FOREIGN CAPITAL (3) talented chaser who has
the ability to run fast times over this trip. Hard to
beat if finds the room to show his early speed.
INTERSTATE MAC (2) showed ability running a
nice 2nd over this trip two back clocking time of
22.28. The danger. PRINCESS MILA (8) will need
to ping with DOONSIDE DEADLY (7) showing early
speed. Place.
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Tips

R8 LADBROKE IT! 1-3 WIN FINAL 1-3 Wins F 5th Grade 400m 17:42

Hard to go past CANYA UNTAMED (1) after
setting the track on fire in heat clocking a flying
22.08. Unbeaten in all 3 runs, a promising
youngster. The one to beat. Not much separates
SANTINO KADE (4) ROYAL PANAMA (3) and POLLY
WATERS (2) who all ran good times in their heats.
Jump will be vital as all 3 look chances to fill the
minors.
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Tips

R9 PUNTERS LOVE BULLI 4th/5th Grade 340m 17:57

JUST BREW IT (1) pay to forgive last start over this
trip. Has the ability to show the improvement
needed to win, chance. SHAPUR (7) speedy,
better from the inside but can win if crosses
clean early. Chance. HYPERVENTILATE (6) can
handle the wide draw but will need to miss
Shapur out of the boxes. Each way chance.
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Tips

R10 GCNSW 5th Grade 340m 18:14

NOT SO SILENT (7) jumped well running a nice
2nd over this trip last start clocking time of 19.27.
That time would be a good chance to go one
better. BROCKY'S ETHICS (8) coming off some
nice runs up the straight. Touch risky but does
have the ability to show up. MIGHTY SAVANNAH
(2) maiden winner last start over this trip in time
of 19.41. Can win.

1. N/A SCR
2.
3.
4. N/A
5.
6. N/A
7.
8.
9. N/A

Tips

R11 BULLI RACING TUESDAY 5th Grade 340m 18:32

BIG FRANK BANNER (1) coming off some quick
runs up the straight at Rich. Good chance if nails
the jump and holds the inside running.
WOOLGOOLGA LASS (3) speedy chaser who has
yet to finish worse then 2nd in 12 starts over this
trip winning 6. Can lead, chance. LITTLE HYPED
(2) coming off back to back wins over this trip in
decent times. Each way.
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3.
4.
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8.
9. N/A SCR

Tips
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